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QUESTION NO: 1

Users are spending excess time researching duplicate cases to determine whether to process or resolve the cases. Which 
two options allow you to reduce the number of potential duplicate cases? (Choose Two)

A. Increase the weights of the weighting conditions.

B. Increase the weighting threshold.

C. Decrease the weighting threshold.

D. Decrease the weights of the weighting conditions.

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 2

In which two situations do you use the PegaRULES Log Analyzer to analyze application performance? (Choose Two)

A. Throughout the application development life cycle

B. After the application is deployed to a production system

C. During User Acceptance Testing

D. Before migrating an application to a testing system

ANSWER: A B 

QUESTION NO: 3

You want operators in two separate units to be able to perform work routed to either unit. Which configuration supports this 
requirement?

A. On each operator's record, associate the operator with both units.

B. On each unit record, associate both operators with each unit.

C. On the work group record, associate the operators with the work group.

D. On each operator's record, associate the operator with the same work group.

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 4
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You are preparing to migrate an application to the User Acceptance Testing environment. What three actions should you 
perform before you create the archive file? (Choose Three)

A. Check in rules imthe application ruleset.

B. Lock production rulesets.

C. Associate data instances with an application ruleset.

D. Create the product rule in a production ruleset.

E. Merge branched rulesets.

ANSWER: B C E 

QUESTION NO: 5

A user is processing a case and receives an error message that the system could not find an appropriate rule to use. Select 
two possible reasons rule resolution failed to find a rule to execute. (Choose Two)

A. The context of the rule chosen by rule resolution does not match the context of the referencing rule.

B. The availability of the rule chosen by rule resolution is set to Blocked.

C. The rule chosen by rule resolution is in a ruleset that is not in the application's ruleset list.

D. The user does not have appropriate privilege to access the rule chosen by rule resolution.

ANSWER: C D 

QUESTION NO: 6

An application has the following application rulesets:

Expenses: 01-01

TGB:01-01

TGBCatalog:01-0l

A rule with an Apply to: class of TGB-Expenses- Work-Reimbursement references a rule named PopulateLineltems. The six 
instances of PopulateLineltems in the rules cache are shown in the following table.
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Which rule is chosen by Rule Resolution?

A. TGB-Expenses-Work.PopulateLineltems (TGBCatalog:01-01-05)

B. TGB-Expenses.Populatelineltems (TGBCatalog:01-01-05)

C. TGB-Expenses-Work.PppulateLineltems (TGBCatalog:01-01-03)

D. TGB-Expenses-Work.PopulateLineltems (Expenses:01-01-05)

E. TGB-Expenses-Work.PopulateLineltems (Expenses:01-01-03)

F. TGB-Expenses.PopulateLineltems (Expenses:01-01-03)

ANSWER: E 

QUESTION NO: 7

Which component do you use to decide between two decision logic paths in J decision strategy?

A. Decision Tree

B. Switch

C. Filter

D. Set Property

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 8

A requirement states that the Users role cannot open a purchase request during the Audit stage of the case life cycle. How 
do you identify the case stage to satisfy this requirement?

A. Configure a When record.

B. Configure an Access Deny record.

C. Configure a Privilege record.
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D. Configure an Access When record.

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 9

Users create Insurance Coverage Requests cases to authorize insurance payments. Users enter information that includes 
the name of the patient, the date of the procedure, and the type of procedure. After entering the information, users submit 
the request for a review of the patient's insurance policy. Because multiple users enter requests, duplicate requests can 
occur. A request is considered a duplicate if the patient name, procedure type, and procedure date match an existing 
request. You have been given two requirements:

*Ensure that users can identify duplicate requests.

*If a case is a duplicate, it is not written to the database. Otherwise, write the case to the database.

Which two steps satisfy the requirement that only nonduplicate requests are written to the database? (Choose Two)

A. Configure the case type to instantiate temporary cases.

B. Add a Persist Case step to the case lifecycle design.

C. Configure a Create Case step to instantiate temporary cases.

D. Add a Persist Case flow action to case lifecycle design

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 10

A client wants to replace the Pega 7 logo in the Case Manager and Case Worker portals. Instead of using the company logo, 
the client wants you to use the logos for each of the company's operating subsidiaries — a user in the ABC subsidiary sees 
the logo for ABC, and a user in the XYZ subsidiary sees the XYZ logo.

How do you ensure that each user sees the appropriate logo in their portal?

A. Specialize the portal header in the division layer of the Enterprise Class Structure (ECS).

B. Reference the appropriate image on the user's Operator ID record.

C. Add a when condition to the portal record to determine which image to display.

D. Circumstance the portal harness on the user's division.

ANSWER: B 
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